## IEA AIE 2022 Program Outline

**Important:** All times are according to Japan Standard Time (JST), UTC +9

Yellow is for North America
Green is for EU

### July 19th (TUE)
- **9:00-9:30** Time: **Registration**
  - ROOM A: Paper #42
  - ROOM B: Paper #19
  - ROOM C: Paper #62
- **9:30-10:00** Time: **Opening**
  - Paper #26
  - Paper #75
  - Paper #87
- **10:00-12:00** Time: **Paper #24**
  - Short Paper #25
  - Short Paper #36
  - Paper #54
- **11:30-14:00** Time: **Lunch break**
- **12:00-14:00** Time: **Keynote I:** Professor Dr. Tao Wu
  - Paper #12
  - Paper #41
  - Paper #118
- **14:00-15:00** Time: **Break**
  - Paper #50
  - Paper #107
  - Paper #57
- **15:00-15:30** Time: **Paper #16**
  - Paper #102
  - Paper #83
  - Paper #46
- **16:00-17:30** Time: **Break**
  - Paper #11
  - Paper #114
  - Short Paper #65
  - Paper #20
  - Paper #28
  - Paper #16
  - Short Paper #27
  - Paper #40
  - Short Paper #70
  - Banquet

### July 20th (WED)
- **9:00-9:30** Time: **Registration**
  - ROOM A: Paper #66
  - ROOM B: Paper #44
  - ROOM C: Paper #87
- **9:30-10:00** Time: **Paper #67**
  - Paper #75
  - Paper #86
- **10:00-12:00** Time: **Paper #14**
  - Short Paper #119
  - Paper #14
  - Short Paper #115
- **11:30-14:00** Time: **Lunch break**
- **12:00-14:00** Time: **Lunch break**
- **14:00-16:00** Time: **Keynote I:** Professor Dr. Tao Wu
  - Paper #91
  - Paper #88
  - Paper #73
- **16:00-16:30** Time: **Break**
  - Paper #15
  - Paper #77
  - Paper #39

### July 21st (THU)
- **9:00-9:30** Time: **Registration**
  - ROOM A: Short Paper #95
  - ROOM B: Paper #32
  - ROOM C: Paper #111
- **9:30-10:00** Time: **Paper #67**
  - Paper #75
  - Paper #86
- **10:00-12:00** Time: **Paper #14**
  - Short Paper #119
  - Paper #14
  - Short Paper #115
- **11:30-14:00** Time: **Lunch break**
- **12:00-14:00** Time: **Lunch, Excursion and others**
- **14:00-15:00** Time: **Break**
  - Paper #58
  - Short Paper #47
  - Paper #80
- **15:00-16:00** Time: **Paper #16**
  - Paper #102
  - Paper #83
  - Paper #46
- **16:00-16:30** Time: **Break**
  - Paper #11
  - Paper #114
  - Short Paper #65
  - Paper #20
  - Paper #28
  - Paper #16
  - Short Paper #27
  - Paper #40
  - Short Paper #70
  - Banquet

### July 22nd (FRI)
- **9:00-9:30** Time: **Registration**
  - ROOM A: Short Paper #95
  - ROOM B: Paper #32
  - ROOM C: Paper #111
- **9:30-10:00** Time: **Paper #67**
  - Paper #75
  - Paper #86
- **10:00-12:00** Time: **Paper #14**
  - Short Paper #119
  - Paper #14
  - Short Paper #115
- **11:30-12:00** Time: **Best paper award, Closing ceremony**
- **12:00-17:00** Time: **Lunch, Excursion and others**
- **14:00-15:00** Time: **Break**
  - Paper #58
  - Short Paper #47
  - Paper #80
- **15:00-16:00** Time: **Paper #16**
  - Paper #102
  - Paper #83
  - Paper #46
- **16:00-16:30** Time: **Break**
  - Paper #11
  - Paper #114
  - Short Paper #65
  - Paper #20
  - Paper #28
  - Paper #16
  - Short Paper #27
  - Paper #40
  - Short Paper #70
  - Banquet

Yellow is for North America
Green is for EU

### Important:
- Lunch break: 12:00-17:00